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Outline

1. What is the global 21 cm signal? Why is it interesting?

2. What has been claimed?

3. Techniques for measuring the CMB

4. Making Absolute Measurements of Spectral Distortions of the
Extreme Rayleigh-Jeans Tail of the CMB

5. Calibration, Amplifiers and Noise



FIRAS Determination of Frequency Spectrum



Microwave Foreground Frequency Spectra

There is a narrow window in frequency ranging from around 40
GHz to 150 GHz within which the CMB anisotropies dominate
over other astrophysical foreground components.



21 cm Hyperfine Transition – Atomic Hydrogen (HI)



21 cm Distortions of the Low Frequency CMB Spectrum
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THE CLAIM





EDGES Antenna



Edges Results (Nature 2018)



Range of Global 21cm Predictions (Cohen, Fialkov & Barkana, 2018)

The chosen curve teaches us about the first stars and quasars



Global 21cm Experiments



MEASURING THE CMB



WMAP Differential Measurement Set-Up



Planck bolometric detector noise power spectrum



Standard Ansatz for detector noise

We assume Gaussian stationary noise completely characterized by a
power spectrum

⟨n(ν) n(ν ′)⟩ = N(ν)δ(ν − ν ′), (1)

and additionally the Ansatz

N(ν) = Nwhite

(
1 +

(νknee
ν

)α]
. (2)

Typically, 1 <∼ α <∼ 2 and νknee ≈ 200 mHz for Planck but has
been observed as small as 10 mHz in the laboratory. However, the
Planck detectors tested in the lab showed comparable performance,
and it is not fully understood why the performance in space was so
much poorer.



The curse of low frequency excess noise

▶ 1/f α noise means that we cannot make absolute
measurements.

▶ The zero point is floating and provides no meaningful
information.

Mathematically, the integral

N(t) = 2

∫ ∞

0
dν N(ν) cos(2πνt) (3)

diverges for α ≥ 0.

▶ Only differences of measurements taken between a short time
span t <∼ νknee

−1 contribute meaningful information.



The curse of 1/f noise is not new

▶ In 1947 Dicke proposed switching between different points in
the sky or between the sky and a cold source to eliminate 1/f
noise in the microwave amplifiers/detector available at the
time.

▶ COBE and WMAP had pairs of horns or telescope,
respectively, and only the differences were used, so that the
noise of the data stream was more or less ”white”. Planck LFI
did more or less the same but with an artificial load. HEMTs
must be switched at ≈ (few) kHz is order to control low
frequency excess noise.

▶ Old map making is simple—essentially least squares—whereas
modern map making would not be possible without fast
computers. Implicit differencing in software replaces
differences implemented in hardware.



Spin-precession family of scanning strategies
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Pattern on sky

This pattern is centered on the ecliptic equator and precesses
around over the course of the year.



The map making equation
(easy to write, harder to solve for big maps)

The underlying (approximate) statistical model

d = A m+ n (4)

d ≡ (vector of data taken)

m ≡ (true sky map)

A ≡ (pointing matrix)

n ≡ (noise vector)

N ≡ (detector noise covariance matrix)

The maximum likelihood sky map is given by

mML = (ATN−1A)−1(ATN−1)d (5)



The map making filter N−1(t)

N−1(t) = 2

∫ ∞

0
dν N−1(ν) cos(2πνt)

= 2Nwhite
−1

∫ ∞

0
dν

(
ν

ν + νknee

)
cos(2πνt), (6)

This is a high pass filter. The ν = 0 is completely blocked. The
constant offset and linear drifts are removed from the data stream
because they carry no useful information.



FIRAS Determination of Frequency Spectrum



PIXIE Block Diagram (after FIRAS)



A more perfect blackbody...



THE REACH EXPERIMENT





The Karoo: A Radio Quiet Site





The REACH Antenna



Does this calibration work? (I)

Pout = c[Tin + Tnoise ].

Tant = TC +
TH − TC

PH − PC
(Psource − PC ).



Does this calibration work? (II)

Pout = c[Tin + Tnoise ].

Tant = TC +
TH − TC

PH − PC
(Psource − PC ).



Schematic of REACH Calibration



Noisy N-ports
MB & D Molnar, Representation of a Noisy Transmission Line

https://arxiv.org/abs/2404.10908 (submittted to IEEE Trans. Micro. Theory &

Techniques)



Noisy Transmission Line
MB & D Molnar, Representation of a Noisy Transmission Line

https://arxiv.org/abs/2404.10908 (submittted to IEEE Trans. Micro. Theory &

Techniques)

Arbitrary temperature profile:

Constant temperature profile:



Conclusions

▶ Mapping out the spectral distortion of the extreme
Rayleigh-Jeans tail of the CMB blackbody spectrum will help
constrain Cosmic Dawn and the Age of recombination.

▶ The global (absolute) measurement is complementary to
mapping the inhomogeneities in the (n, ν) cube by
experiments such as HERA,....

▶ This measurement is difficult because of the large wavelengths
involved and the lack of a relevant comparison, as is possible
for FIRAS/PIXIE/....

▶ Modelling will be crucial to understanding what is actually
being measured. The perfect achromatic antenna does not
exist.

▶ Stay tuned....


